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Introduction 
The utilization of cloud computing services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) is growing rapidly and playing a 
strategic role in provisioning technology solutions for BCLC. It significantly reduces the total cost of technology 
ownership and provides efficiencies on the agile delivery of technological products.  

Given that the cloud computing platform can host sensitive information, proprietary data and gaming information, 
it is crucial to assure a robust internal control structure for this platform. ISACA[1] (Information Systems Audit and 
Control Association) published an audit program for auditing an AWS cloud platform. Audit Services performed a 
current state assessment of BCLC’s control environment using this ISACA AWS audit program. 

Statement of Objectives 
The objective of this assessment was to review the control environment of BCLC’s AWS cloud computing service 
against the control requirements published by ISACA1 on this specific area.  

Statement of Scope 
Our scope covers the logical access controls and data encryption controls. Specifically, we assessed the following 
control areas, as per ISACA’s AWS Audit Program: 

For logical access controls: 

• Securing root access 
• Establishing role-based access 
• Segregating duties 
• Restricting Administrative Toolsets 
• Removing access 
• Assessing access roles and permissions 
• Delegating access to external AWS accounts 
• Controlling Access to cryptographic keys 
• Enforcing Session timeouts 
• System use notifications 

For Data encryption controls: 

• Defining encryption requirements 
• Encrypting Data by Classification 
• Securing remote connectivity 
• Detecting misconfigured encryption 

                                                                    
[1] ISACA is an internationally recognized professional association focused on IT governance. It provides a centralized source of information and 

guidance on assurances, governance, risk, security and emerging technology audits.  
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Statement of Methodology 
Our methodology and approach included:   

• Reviewing policy and process documentation; 

• Conducting interviews with key personnel from Business Technology teams; 

• Performing walk-through of process and control activities related to AWS; 

• Identifying and reporting opportunities for enhancements. 

Statement of Standards 
We conduct our engagements in accordance with professional standards issued by the Institute of Internal 
Auditors. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to afford a reasonable basis for our 
judgments and conclusions regarding the organization, program, activity or function under review. An audit also 
includes assessments of applicable internal controls and compliance with requirements of laws, rules and 
regulations when necessary to satisfy the audit objectives. We believe that our review provides a reasonable basis 
for our conclusions. 

Personnel Changes in Key Control Areas 
BCLC’s Audit Committee has requested that Audit Services include information about personnel changes to key 
control areas during all engagements related to BCLC’s core functions. Personnel changes can impact the control 
environment, effectiveness of key controls, and loss of risk and control knowledge. It was noted that there were no 
critical personnel changes in the Business Technology team that administers this program. 

Conclusions 
Based on our assessment, we found that the logical access controls and data encryption controls for BCLC’s AWS 
cloud platform compliant with the control requirements recommendation by ISACA.  
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Appendix 1 – AWS Audit Program by ISACA 

 

Process
Sub-area

Control Objectives Controls Assessment Result

Accountability and security of AWS-based business 
functions are achieved through restricted access to AWS 
root accounts.

The enterprise disables AWS root account access and utilizes a secured password vault to control use of account credentials.

Pass

The enterprise maintains integrity of AWS root accounts 
by implementing multifactor authentication.

AWS root accounts are configured to require multifactor authentication before they may be used.

Pass

Establishing Role-based 
Access

Data confidentiality is ensured by managing access 
based on the level of access needed for users or 
network functions to perform their intended roles.

The enterprise has developed and configured access roles to provision users or network services according to the principle of least privilege.

Pass

Segregating Duties The enterprise maintains the integrity and 
confidentiality of AWS applications through 
identification and reduction of conflicting access.

The enterprise has developed network-access baselines based on position responsibilities and generates alerts when modifications occur.

Pass

Restricting Administrative 
Toolsets

The enterprise maintains confidentiality and integrity of 
the environment by limiting administrative tools 
available to personnel.

The ability to administer AWS applications is limited to authorized tools and users.
Pass

Removing Access Once identified, inappropriate access (e.g., access that 
no longer serves a business need) is completely 
removed in a timely manner.

AWS accounts are disabled after an enterprise-defined period of inactivity, then are removed, if necessary.

Pass

Segregating Duties The enterprise ensures data confidentiality and security 
through password protection of user accounts 
accessing AWS applications. 

The system enforces password policies which
• Require minimum password length
• Constrain use of historical passwords
• Require predefined password complexity

Pass

Assessing Access Roles & 
Permissions 

The enterprise maintains appropriateness of access 
roles and related permissions policies through ongoing 
reviews and real-time monitoring.

 alarms are configured to alert the appropriate enterprise-defined department or individuals when AWS access roles or permissions are created or 
modified.
Management reviews appropriateness of access provided to AWS access roles and associated permissions on a regular basis, as defined by the enterprise. Pass

The enterprise enforces AWS application confidentiality 
and integrity by requiring multifactor authentication.

Privileged users and application programming interfaces (API) are required to authenticate to the network using multifactor authentication (MFA).

Pass

Management of external access to AWS applications 
through authorization ensures that actions taken are 
restricted to actions that have been approved for that 
particular role.

The enterprise creates and manages identity and access management (IAM) roles that external enterprises use to access AWS applications and related resources. Access is 
terminated in a timely manner when there is no longer a business need for the access.

Pass

Controlling Access
to Cryptographic Keys

The enterprise maintains confidentiality and integrity of 
cryptographic information by restricting access to 
appropriate individuals.

The enterprise grants  access to personnel (based on job responsibilities) and implements access based on the principle of least-
privileged.

The enterprise utilizes  to monitor calls for appropriateness.
Pass

Enforcing
Session Timeouts

The enterprise ensures integrity of AWS application 
sessions by enforcing session timeouts.

AWS user sessions time out after an interval defined by the enterprise.

Pass

System Use Notifications The enterprise ensures security and appropriate use of 
its network by defining and communicating expected 
behavior to users prior to granting user access.

A system-use notification, outlining acceptable use, is presented to users and requires their acknowledgement before they are granted AWS application access.

N/A for BCLC

Amazon Web Services® (AWS®) Audit Program
Logical Access Controls

ISACA 2019

Securing Root Account 
Access

Delegating Access to 
External AWS Accounts
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Appendix 1 – AWS Audit Program by ISACA (Continued) 

  

Process
Sub-area Control Objectives Controls

Assessment 
Result

Defining 
Encryption 
Requirements

The enterprise applies appropriate 
encryption to individual data stores that is 
commensurate with business 
requirements 

The enterprise requires a minimum of  encryption for data at rest 
and in transit.

Pass

Encrypting Data 
by Classification 

The enterprise maintains data 
confidentiality through the application of 
encryption, as defined by data 
classification requirements.

The enterprise secures AWS data containers (S3 buckets, RedShift clusters, etc.), 
using client-side and server-side encryption.

Pass

Securing Remote 
Connectivity

The enterprise maintains data 
confidentiality and integrity for external 
network sources and destinations.

The enterprise requires encrypted connections for communications with external 
destinations.

Pass

Detecting
Misconfigured 
Encryption

The enterprise maintains integrity of 
encryption status through use of 
monitoring.

The enterprise has developed capabilities to identify and respond to encryption 
failures or misconfigurations in a timely manner.

Pass

Amazon Web Services® (AWS®) Audit Program
Data Encryption Controls

2019 ISACA
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